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Cover Story 
 
My hero, Bert Marsh, enjoys a wry joke with the audience at the 
Hampshire Woodturners Association workshop. 
See the report inside this issue of Your Turn. 
 

Dave Gibbard, editor

 
Hampshire Woodturners Association 
 
The Association meets at the Railway Institute, 2 Romsey Road Eastleigh (02380 
612270) on the first Monday of each month (the second if the first is a bank holiday).  
 
Meetings start at 7.30 and finish around 10.00. Most meetings feature a  talk or 
demonstration about a turning or related subject by a club member or an invited 
guest. Several times a year we have “turn-ins” with a number of lathes being 
operated by members demonstrating various techniques. There is a club shop 
selling various turning sundries, and a library. The “trading post” enables members 
to advertise things for sale or wanted.  
 
Every month members are invited to bring work for the gallery and there is usually a 
critique of selected items. There is also a monthly project for novices with the 
opportunity to discuss the problems encountered and overcome. Refreshments are 
served at a mid evening break when members can catch up with the latest gossip. A 
raffle rounds off the evening. 
 
Membership is £17 per year with a joining fee of £5 for new members. Potential new 
members are welcome to come along and visit us without obligation or charge.  
 
There's a Web Site too. Check it out at  www.hants-woodturners-hwa.co.uk 
 

The Committee 
Chairman.............................................Roy Nailor 023 80861893  
Secretary.............................................Bob Hope. 0118 9813552 
Treasurer.............................................Alan Sturgess 023 80892622 
Novice Projects................................... Ian Woodford 01962 854528 
Membership Secretary.......................  David Ackroyd 01489 784985 
Turn-ins Organiser/Newsletter Distribution 
         George Gale 02380 265195 
Newsletter Editor................................ Dave Gibbard 02380 262660 
Webmaster……………………………… Chris West 01794512718 
 
And the address for your Newsletter contributions: 
 
    d-m.gibbard@virgin.net  
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EDITORIAL  
 
Congratulations to Ian Woodford on winning the 
open competition for the second year running. Ian’s 
work is of a consistently high standard and he is a 
worthy winner. But I am sure he will share the 
disappointment in the poor entry (numerically at 
least) in both the open and novice categories. I don’t 
think any round achieved double figures. From a 
thriving club of 140 or so members this is not 
encouraging.  
We should perhaps not be surprised, as the 
competition was previously abandoned several years 
ago for exactly this reason – lack of entries. Our 
former Chairman, Dave Foote, had come to the 
opinion that our club has evolved from being a forum 
for participation to a source of entertainment for a 
more passive membership.  
A common reason given for not entering is that there 
is no point since the same people always win. It has 
therefore been suggested that the winners should 
stand down for the following year and act as judges. 
Surely though, their absence would devalue the 
achievement of the subsequent winners? 
In fact it is a very small proportion of our established 
turners who enter anyway. Perhaps the others are 
afraid that the kudos of doing well is outweighed by 
the risk of failure. After all, a workmanlike piece with 
no flaws is, it seems, likely to do well. One of our 
visitors, successful competition turner Roy Wood, 
said, on the subject of competitions, “if you don’t 
make any mistakes you can’t lose”. Having seen the 
high quality of his work, I suspect his tongue was in 
his cheek, but the point was well made about the 
criteria generally applied. Indeed, our own judges 
placed one entry this year which, by their own 
admission, none of them liked!  
In my opinion this is quite wrong. It is far more 
important to encourage creativity by rewarding 
originality and boldness of design more highly than 
precision of execution. The perception is that we do 
the opposite, with points being scored for details 
which are lost on even the most discerning buyers. 

   
Perhaps it is this that discourages some from 
participating. It could also be one of the reasons why 
woodturning is so poorly appreciated by the artistic 
community in the UK rather than being regarded as 
an art form as it is elsewhere. 
 
Well if that doesn’t provoke a reaction I’ll have to 
agree with Mr. Foote. 

Dave Gibbard – Editor 
In this issue:- 
 
REVIEW OF EVENTS 
• 7 February – Paul Nesbitt, Multi-centre turning. 
• 7March – W.L. West, Sawmillers & Timber 

Merchants. 
• 13 March - Bert Marsh Workshop 
 
COMING EVENTS 
• 4 April – AGM & Glen Tizzard, the Tool Store 
• 16 May – Turn-in 
• 6 & 7 May – West’s Wood Show 
• 18/19 June – Living Heritage Festival of Wood  
 
SANDING TIP – Ian Woodford 
POET TREE – Sauce unknown! 
THE TEST – Ron Broadway 
 
NOVICE PROJECTS by Ian Woodford 
• May  – Bud vase 
• June – Desk tidy 
 
HWA COMPETITION 
 
BEHIND THE SCENES 
 
NEW MEMBERS 
 
SIGNING OFF 
 
2004 AGM MINUTES 
 



REVIEW OF EVENTS 
7 February – Paul Nesbitt, multi centre 
turning & Competition final round. 
 

 
 

Paul Nesbitt, 
from Surrey 
Association of 
Woodturners. 
 
 
  

 
 
 
 

Paul’s subject was multi-centre turning. Not off-
centre turning as had been advertised – that is what 
happens when the chuck is loose. 
 
This is an area of turning where you really have to 
think about what you intend to do and mark out the 
wood properly. Paul described 2, 3 and 4 centre 
work and the surprising 6 centre spiral. He kindly left 
some information with marking out instructions with 
us which we have had copied and will be available at 
a small charge to cover the copying. 
If you didn’t pick one up at the March meeting and 
would like one, please let me know – Editor. 
There were a number of questions, as you might 
imagine, but nobody asked about the source of that 
natty smock. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Thanks Paul. 
 
The final round of the Competition attracted the 
usual disappointing entry and its future is once again 
the subject of debate. This really is a shame as the 
quality of the winning work is consistently high. 
Congratulations to Ian Woodford who won the round 
and the series for the second year in the open 
category and to Harry Woolhead who won the novice 
category on the night and Bill Willetts for the year. 
 
 

7 March – W.L.West, Sawmillers & 
Timber Merchants 
The main event of the evening was the W.L.West 
road show. They were expecting an audience of 
about 20 and were taken aback when presented with 
90. Undaunted, Dave West introduced the 
presentation. Dave’s great grandfather founded the 
company in 1865 and they are now among just 4 or 5 
hardwood sawmills left in the UK.  
Simon Smith took the floor and delivered a 
fascinating story of the historical background and the 
evolution of the business. The main demands for 
timber were shipbuilding and mining. These have all 
but disappeared. Nowadays the big timber market is 
for softwoods; hardwoods being used for much more 
specialised markets that can justify the cost. Supply 
too is under threat with deforestation and lack of 
investment in long term planting. Efforts are being 
made via the Forest Stewardship Council, founded in 
1993 to maintain sustainable sources via a 
certification scheme.    
Another difficulty is the threat posed by disease. We 
all know about Dutch Elm disease, which has virtually 
wiped out elms in England. The concern that a 
similar decimation of the oak population by sudden 
oak death is delaying imports due to quarantine 
measures. 
Methods of calculating usable volumes, classification 
of quality based on the American grading system 
were all explained. Traditionally, high quality meant 
no defects and it was interesting to note the use of 
“defective” timber by woodturners where the defects 
became prized features! 
After air drying (picture below), timber is usually dried 
further by traditional steam heated kilns though they 
now also use a high tech vacuum oven. People are 
also working on the use of microwaves. That’ll be 
some oven!   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Cont…..  



 
The business is now much more specialised and 
includes supplies of wood for turning as well as tools 
and finishing materials. This emerging side of the 
business is run by Jo West and Sonia Rayment who 
had their arms twisted to comment on the members’ 
gallery which had a good number of entries this time. 
They particularly remarked on the figure of the oak 
on the editor’s small natural edge bowl, Brian 
Mitchell’s pretty burrs and Bob Hope’s spectacular 
yew hollow form.   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Sonia and Jo with Dave West talking about the 
gallery. Chairman Roy looking on.  

 
13 March – Bert Marsh workshop 
 
I first saw Bert’s work in a gallery in the Lake District 
over 20 years ago. I was so impressed by the lovely 
shapes and finish that I resolved to have a go at 
woodturning myself. Bert has a lot to answer for! 
So it was a great pleasure to see the Master at work. 
He produced 2 items of the simple, classic ogee form 
that has become his trade-mark. The first a thin, 
shallow ash bowl from a bowl blank. Bert’s concern 
here was how dry the wood was since any distortion 
would be noticeable. Sometimes he would rough turn 
such a piece and leave it to dry thoroughly before 
finishing. No such concern with the second, a natural 
edged laburnum bowl (picture on cover), made from 
a green branch. For this type of work, distortion 
would not be detrimental.  
The technique was similar in both cases. With the 
lathe turning very fast, he used traditional square 
ground gouges to shape first the outside then to 
hollow out the inside. The wood had been drilled and 
mounted on Axminster spigot jaws – much more 
positive than a pin chuck. In the case of the natural 
edge bowl, the hole had been under cut by stirring 
the drill around in the hole (!) so that some 
adjustment could be made to the position before 
starting to turn.  

After the gouge, the surface was scraped. His 
scrapers are round nosed and ground at a much 
more acute angle than usual, about 45o – better for 
cutting though the edge blunts quicker. Nothing 
wrong with scraping says Bert. Provided you cut 
below the centre line on the outside and above on 
the inside it won’t dig in. Before sanding he applied 
cellulose sanding sealer thinned to 50% and he 
repeated the application as he worked down from 60 
to 400 grit or finer if the wood justified it. The final 
coat of sealer was allowed to dry for about 15 
minutes before applying a paste wax and polishing at 
high speed. He uses this method even on wet wood 
though some subsequent buffing up may then be 
needed as the surface shine might be lost as it dries. 
Bert spoke at some length about form. He has no 
golden rule but to his eye some shapes are right and 
some are not. He tries to make his pieces appear 
light and to grow from the table rather like a plant. 
This is why he uses a small foot which is finished 
before reversing into soft jaws.  
After his classic pieces, he made a box whilst 
conceding that Ray Key is the master of that 
particular skill.  
I can’t hope to do justice to the presentation in this 
limited space. I recommend you to read his book. 
 
Our thanks are due to Len Osborne for bringing the 
lathe, Bob Hope for the camera and projector and 
Kath West who gave up her Sunday to produce the 
excellent lunch. What’s the secret, Chris? 
 
And the joke?  
Well I don’t think I should….oh all right then.  
Bert claims this to be true and the subject of a book 
called “a melon for ecstasy”.   
 
It seems that a certain tree lover had developed a 
perverted attraction to a laburnum. He expressed his 
passion in a physical manner by the use of a hole 
bored at a strategic height into the trunk. Previously 
he had played the field with a number of other 
species before falling for the laburnum.  
The parks department of the local council, thinking 
they had discovered an infestation of giant wood-
boring insects, treated the holes with pesticide. This 
was much to the subsequent discomfort of the tree 
lover. The story leaked out when he sought 
treatment to strange chemical burns to a sensitive 
part of his anatomy. 
   
It seems the book’s title comes from an Arabian 
saying which, roughly translated goes “a woman for 
pleasure, a boy for delight and a melon for ecstasy.” 
Work it out for yourselves.  

 



 
COMING EVENTS 

 
4 April   
- AGM & Glen Tizzard, the Tool Store  
 
I hope you’ve all got your nominations in! The 
minutes of last year’s AGM are printed at the end of 
this issue of Your Turn. 
Hopefully the formal business will be over fairly 
quickly leaving plenty of time for our visitor tonight, 
Glen Tizzard of “the Tool Store” who will be showing 
his wares. 
The novice project is a ring stand (see the write-up in 
the previous issue). 
And don’t forget to bring something for the gallery. 
 
16 May – Turn-in   
 
Note the later date this month. 
 
Provisionally, the demonstrators will be Dave Foote, 
making salt and pepper shakers, Brian Hannam 
cutting threads and John Davis. That’s the John 
Davis with the shop at the Weyhill Fairground near 
Andover. John stocks a lot of wood, tools and 
consumables and with a little notice, can supply 
anything from the Craft Supplies catalogue. If there 
is anything you want, call John before the meeting 
on 01264 773050 and he’ll bring it along, no delivery 
charges. John has offered a discount for club 
members too. It seems he can also supply Velcro 
backed sanding cloth on a roll. This is much cheaper 
than buying discs though you do have to cut it up of 
course. There has been a lot of interest in this but up 
to now the minimum purchase quantity through the 
trade has been prohibitive to private buyers. 
 
The Novice project this month is a bud vase (or as 
explained in Ian’s write up in this issue, a “weed pot”)  
 
6 & 7 May – West’s Wood Show 
 
Those who had their appetites whetted by the 
excellent presentation at the March meeting might 
like to arrange a trip to W.L.West to coincide with 
their wood show. There will be turning by Les 
Thorne, Gary Rance, Stuart Mortimer, joined by Ted 
Farrow and Bill Thorne. Also demonstrations of 
carving, pole lathe turning, and pyrography. You can 
tour the sawmill and watch West’s gates being 
made. Plus trade stands by Sorby, Craft Supplies, 
Ashley Isles, BriMarc, Chestnut and Crown Tools. 
Well, I think I’ve convinced myself anyway. 
W.L.West’s sawmill is at Selham, on the A272 
between Midhurst and Petworth opposite the Half 
Way Bridge Inn.  
  

28 – 30 May  
– Hillier Gardens & Arboretum 
 
Ron Broadway has negotiated this date at the bank 
holiday for another exhibition at Hilliers. There will be 
the usual opportunity to sell work. This time, though, 
there will be a fee of £25 for a 6 foot table.  Anyone 
interested in participating should contact Ron on 
01962 865680 or ronald.broadway@btinternet.com 
 
As reported previously, there will be another Hilliers 
event in November as part of the Arboretum’s winter 
show. 
 
18 & 19 June - Living Heritage 
Hampshire Festival of Wood, Broadlands 
 
Living Heritage have invited HWA to run their 
marquee at Broadlands. This will include the 
exhibition of the entries for their national woodturning 
Competition. Anyone may enter the competition. 
Perhaps the first prize of £400 and £200 second will 
provide some encouragement for our reluctant 
competitors. Entry forms are available from the 
Association of Woodturners of Great Britain or in the 
Woodturning magazines or from Alan Sturgess. 
 
In return for our help, HWA will be allowed to have 
stands. We have in mind running a gallery of HWA 
members’ work quite separate from the Living 
Heritage competition. Furthermore we are 
considering changing our Club competition this year 
to a single event and incorporating it with the gallery 
at Broadlands. Visitors from the general public would 
be invited to fill in voting slips for the gallery items 
they like best. This would be the means of judging 
our competition at least in part. The “public vote” is 
used at many exhibitions of art and crafts and even 
TV programmes like the BBC’s ballroom dancing 
series. It will be interesting to compare public opinion 
with the judgement of woodturners.    
 
We don’t have all the details yet but we will keep you 
informed through announcements in these columns, 
on the website and at meetings. This is a great 
opportunity for the Club to participate in a major 
event at virtually no cost. However, some help will be 
needed from the members to prepare and run this 
event and to do a stint on a demonstrating rota. If 
you can help in any way, at any time during the 
show, please give your name to a committee 
member. It will be much appreciated. 

 



 SANDING TIP – Ian Woodford 
 
A couple of months ago I was asked at the gallery 
critique about the finish I had applied to my small yew 
lidded pots. (Example pictured right).  
 
I first saw this demonstrated by Ray Key and I know 
that Chris Stott also uses it on his boxes. 
When sanding dense wood like yew and many exotics 
the abrasive can clog very quickly rendering it 
ineffective. More importantly it can generate too much 
heat and form small heat cracks. This can partly be 
overcome by sanding at a lower speed and applying 
less pressure. However if you apply some paste wax to 
the abrasive this not only counteracts the heat 
generation but also cuts out dust creation. Do this with 
all grades of abrasive from about 240 onwards. The 
finish you get from this can also be your final finish as it 
is silky smooth after 400 or 600 grit. Just a slight buff 
with paper whilst on the lathe is all that’s needed. 
However if you want to apply any sealer you can 
because cellulose sealer will cut straight through the 
wax to the bare wood. Your usual finish can then be 
applied. My choice, however, is to leave the finish 
straight from the final abrasive with wax as shown on 
my lidded pots. 
 

Here’s a poem from someone whose 
computer insists it knows better than he 
does.  
  
POET TREE WITH MISS TAKES 
SAUCE UNKNOWN 
 
I have a spelling chequer, 
it came with my pea sea 
it plainly marks four my review 
Miss steaks eye cannot sea 
 
When eye strike a quay or right a word  
I weight four it to say  
weather eye is wrong oar right  
it shows me strait away. 
 
As soon as a mist ache is made  
it nose bee four two late,  
and eye can put the error rite,  
It’s rarely, rarely grate. 
 
I’ve run this poem threw It, 
I’m sure your pleased to no, 
It’s letter perfect in its weigh, 
My chequer tolled me sew. 
 
Sorry, I forgot who thrust this into my hand 
at the February meeting. Thanks anyway. 

THE TEST. A likely story from Ron Broadway 
 
The field had been narrowed to 3 candidates for a key 
post in the CIA.  
 
One of the male candidates was handed a gun. "We 
need to know that you will follow instructions, no matter 
what the circumstances. Inside the next room, you will 
find your wife sitting in a chair. Kill her!"  
He said, "Impossible. I could never shoot my wife."  
The interviewer replied "Then you're not the right man 
for this job. Take your wife and go home."  
 
The second man was given the same task. He took the 
gun and went into the room. After 5 minutes he came 
out with tears in his eyes. "I tried, but I can't do it."  
The agent said, "You don't have what it takes. Take 
your wife and go home."  
 
Finally, it was the woman's turn. She took the gun and 
went into the room where her husband was sitting. 
Shots were heard, then screaming, crashing, and 
banging. After a few minutes, all went quiet. The 
woman walked out, wiping the sweat from her brow. 
"This gun is loaded with blanks," she said. "I had to 
beat him to death with the chair."  
 
MORAL: Don't mess with women! 



 NOVICE PROJECTS by Ian Woodford 
  
16 MAY - BUD VASE. 
 
Although a popular task in the past, we haven’t 
made a bud vase since March 2002. 
There can be a little confusion in terminology here 
(at least in my mind when I set this years projects) 
between a bud vase and weed pot. Strictly 
speaking a bud vase is meant to hold a single 
flower bud whilst a weed pot is for displaying dried 
grasses etc. 
Therefore a bud vase needs a glass file inserted to 
hold water. I would prefer you to make a WEED 
POT but I leave the choice up to you, as the basic 
method is the same. 
 
The objective is to produce an attractive container 
in which to display dried grasses and dried flowers 
like lavender. The wood you choose can make or 
break the aesthetic appeal. Spalted timbers are a 
good choice and branch wood like yew is very 
suitable. 
Your blank size needs to be about 80 to 95mm 
square by 165mm long.  
Select your wood and mount between centres. 
Rough to a cylinder and at one end turn a spigot to 
suit your chuck. Remount in the chuck and true up 
the end grain. With the lathe turning, make a pencil 
line about 20mm from the chuck, to mark where 
you intend the base to be and obviously this will be 
the point of parting off once all the turning is 
finished. A hole about 10mm in diameter needs to 
be drilled well into the body of the vase. The safest 
way to do this is to use a Jacobs chuck mounted in 
the tailstock. We next have to form the internal 
curve of the neck by the correct end grain turning 
technique. This is done with a spindle gouge 
starting at the centre hole and cutting toward you 
with the flute angled toward you at about 45 
degrees. With the bevel rubbing keep pulling the 
tool toward you and taking gentle cuts. With each 
cut start a little deeper but aim for the same 
finishing point at the rim. This method will give you 
a nice internal flowing curve. Now bring up the 
tailstock for additional support and with a spindle 
gouge form the outside profile. Simple flowing 
curves are ideal with little, if any decoration. 
Remember that, in use, stability is important so 
most of the bulk should be in the lower part of the 
vase. Sand to 400 grit, seal and polish. Part off 
carefully and finish the base by hand sanding. 
 
 

 
 

 
If you are confident enough, 
mount a waste block in the 
chuck and turn a long spigot to 
suit the hole in the vase. 
Reverse jam chuck the vase 
onto this and finish the base 
this way to produce a much 
better result. 
Have fun. 

 
Weed pot shown in wood 
blank.  

 
 
JUNE – DESK TIDY 
 
Nothing complicated in this months project. Putting it 
simply we need a hollowed out end grain container in 
which to keep pens and pencils. The outside design I 
leave entirely up to you but I’ll try and draw a few 
ideas. I’ve seen many examples in gift shops ranging 
from straight sided, beehive, to flowerpot and so on. 
You need a blank about 100 to 110mm long by 85mm 
in diameter. This allows for the   finished container to 
be about 90mm high by 80mm in diameter at the top. 
Mount between centres and rough to a cylinder. Form 
a spigot at one end to suit your chuck and then 
remount in it. The basic outside shape needs to be 
rough formed and then the inside can be taken out. 
You can do this in a variety of ways like end grain 
hollowing, purely with a scraper or drill out the centre 
with a saw toothed bit and then finish with a scraper. It 
all depends on the tools you have. Once this is done, 
sand the inside to a finish and apply sealer and polish. 
The outside profile can now be finished, sanded and 
polished. The walls should be about 5mm thick at the 
most, as anything thicker will look too clumpy and 
heavy. 
Once this is done you can part off carefully. Mount a 
waste block in the chuck and form a spigot or recess 
(depending on the design) so that the pot can be 
reverse chucked to carefully finish the bottom. 
 

 
Some 
shape 
ideas 

 
 

 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
BEHIND THE SCENES 
 
In February a committee meeting was held including 
all the sub committees. This has become a regular 
event in the last few years and is a useful forum to 
exchange views and discuss problems and proposed 
changes. I’ll not report the whole meeting here 
except to say be ready for a new questionnaire 
polling the views of members (it’s some years since 
the last one) and some new titles in the library.  
Once again requests for some additional help with 
the newsletter, website and gallery were repeated. It 
does get rather frustrating when such requests seem 
to fall on deaf ears.  
The club owes a debt of gratitude to this core of 
people without whom we could not function. 
 
NEW MEMBERS 
 
Welcome to:  
Robert Gray from Sholing, Southampton, 02380 
572979; 
Derek Hitchcock from Highclere, Newbury, 01635 
254680; 
Bernard Lewin of New Milton, 01425 623157. 
 
Existing members living in their areas could call them 
to see if they need any help settling in or with lift 
sharing to meetings. 
 

SIGNING OFF  
Before I go, can anyone shed any light on this small 
problem which is driving me mad? No, not that one, 
this is about a salt grinder which has never worked 
properly. Several years ago I made a pair of grinders 
from olive. Very nice too if I may say so. Much 
admired to the extent that I had several commissions 
for similar ones. Theirs all work fine but it was 6 
months before my salt grinder worked at all. The salt 
would immediately cake up. I put this down to the 
use of unseasoned wood and the salt drawing 
moisture from it. When it did start to work the output 
was very fine and slow. I put up with this for years 
but eventually I stripped it down. I found the salt 
crystals damp again and the wood inside blackened. 
I re-sanded the inside, put a new stainless steel 
mechanism in and refilled it. Bingo, it worked 
beautifully. For 2 days! After that, although it still 
works, the ground salt has a brownish tinge. I have 
tried filling it with ordinary table salt and this seems 
to stay white but of course it pours out of the bottom 
when the grinder is picked up. So is it the salt? It is a 
Portuguese variety with a warning on the box that, 
being dried naturally, it might still be a bit damp. As 
the next step I have put British salt crystals on the 
shopping list. Having a scientific background, I have 
numerous experiments under way but domestic 
equanimity is threatened by small containers of salt 
all over the kitchen. 
 
Just a word of warning. If you don’t stand against me 
at the AGM you can look forward to another year of 
this stuff. 

Dave Gibbard, Editor 
 

HWA COMPETITION 
Here is a summary of the 2004/5 competition results from John Davis’s records: 
 
Open section 
Round 1 (spindle turning). 4 entries. 1st  Stuart Matthews, 2nd Dave Foote, 3rd Dave Gibbard.  
Round 2 (Faceplate). 8 entries. 1st Ian Woodford, 2nd Brian Mitchell, 3rd Dave Gibbard. 
Round 3 (Combined). 7 entries. 1st Ian Woodford, 2nd Brian Mitchell, 3rd Horace Baker. 
Overall Results from 12 competitors. 1st Ian Woodford, 2nd equal Brian Mitchell & Stuart Matthews, 
3rd Dave Gibbard. 
 
Novice section 
Round 1. 1 entry. 1st Bill Willets. 
Round 2. 6 entries. 1st Horace Baker who was subsequently excluded and moved to the open 
category, 2nd Jon Gibbs, 3rd Harry Woodhouse. 
Round 3. 3 entries. 1st Harry Woodhouse, 2nd Jon Gibbs, 3rd Bill Willets. 
Overall Results from 6 competitors, (dropping to 5 with Horace’s reclassification). 1st Bill Willets, 2nd 
equal Jon Gibbs & Harry Woodhouse. 
 
You can read the editor’s views about the Competition in the Editorial and the Committees’ ideas for 
changes this year in Coming Events. Members’ comments would also be welcome.  
The competition receives enthusiastic support from a small minority, criticism (often covert) from 
others and very little support from the majority in terms of entries.  So what do you think about it, 
should we change it for the future or drop it again? 



Minutes of the 15th Annual General Meeting of The Hampshire Woodturner’s Association 
Monday 5th April 2004 

 
The Meeting was opened by the Chairman Dave Foote at 19.30. 
 
Apologies for absence. 
Brian Hannam, Chris Davey, Phil Hill, Chris Corderey, Ken Churchill, Les Thorne. 
Minutes of the 13th AGM. 
These were accepted as a true record. Proposed by Lionel Jolliffe, Seconded by Ian Woodford. 
Chairman’s Report. 
Dave reported that the Club had experienced a turbulent year with the eviction from Kingsworthy school and the subsequent 
search for new premises and thanked those that helped in finding a new venue. 
He expressed relief that Roy had agreed to be nominated for the post of Chairman for the coming year and stated his belief 
that the participation of the members over the past two years had been excellent. 
Dave drew attention to the work done by the committee members and helpers to ensure the smooth running of the club and 
mentioned in particular the following: 

Dave Gibbard for the newsletter 
Brian Barker and John Harmer for the raffle. 
George Gale for the turn ins and for copying and posting the newsletter 
Ron Broadway for liasing with Hilliers. 
Chris Phil and Roy who do the tea. 
Len and Roy for the shop. 
Harry who sets up the gallery. 
Steve for his work with the sound and video. 
Colin and Jack on the library. 
Les for supporting the club by lending his lathe. 
Chris for managing the Website 

Dave mentioned the Club competition and encouraged more members to enter next year. He also said that the web site had 
become an integral part of the club, allowing the newsletter to be received in colour and helping to keep the running costs 
down. 
In conclusion he reported that the membership was slightly down on last year but that attendance was good, and thanked all 
those that had given him advice and help over the previous three years. 
Treasurer’s report. 
Alan reported that 24 people did not renew their membership from the previous year but 12 new members had joined. The 
raffle had contributed a total of £160.00 for the year, and that there was no income from the Christmas social as it was free to 
members this year. 
The workshop income was less as there was only one workshop during the year but corresponding expenses were also lower. 
There was an increase in hall hire due to the Intec charges and the insurance expenses had also increased. 
The web site cost £73.00 for the year but this saved £200.00 on postage of the newsletter. 
The costs of the speakers were higher than the previous year. 
The total income was   £4047.95 
The total expenditure was £3891.16 
Income over expenditure   £156.79 
Closing balance in hand £1790.15 
The net value of the club assets stands at £3154.27    
This is about a £200.00 increase on the year. 
Alan proposed that the subscriptions should remain the same for the coming year. 
John Davies proposed that the treasurer’s report be accepted. This was seconded by John Osbourne and carried by a show of 
hands. 
Election of officers 
The committee stood down while John Bresslain took the chair to preside over the elections. 
Those proposed and seconded were: 
Chairman: Roy Nailor 
Secretary: Bob Hope 
Treasurer: Alan Sturgess. 
Committee members: Dave Gibbard, Dave Ackroyd, Ian Woodford, George Gale, Chris West. 
As there were no other nominations the above were elected unanimously. 
 
The meeting closed at 19.52. 


